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Abstract. Understanding how water, energy and carbon are
partitioned to primary production and effective precipitation
is central to quantifying the limits on critical zone evolution. Recent work suggests quantifying energetic transfers
to the critical zone in the form of effective precipitation and
primary production provides a first order approximation of
critical zone process and structural organization. However,
explicit linkage of this effective energy and mass transfer
(EEMT; W m−2 ) to critical zone state variables and well defined physical limits remains to be developed. The objective
of this work was to place EEMT in the context of thermodynamic state variables of temperature and vapor pressure
deficit, with explicit definition of EEMT physical limits using a global climate dataset. The relation of EEMT to empirical measures of catchment function was also examined
using a subset of the Model Parameter Estimation Experiment (MOPEX) catchments. The data demonstrated three
physical limits for EEMT: (i) an absolute vapor pressure
deficit threshold of 1200 Pa above which EEMT is zero; (ii) a
temperature dependent vapor pressure deficit limit following
the saturated vapor pressure function up to a temperature of
292 K; and (iii) a minimum precipitation threshold required
from EEMT production at temperatures greater than 292 K.
Within these limits, EEMT scales directly with precipitation,
with increasing conversion of the precipitation to EEMT with
increasing temperature. The state-space framework derived
here presents a simplified framework with well-defined physical limits that has the potential for directly integrating regional to pedon scale heterogeneity in effective energy and
mass transfer relative to critical zone structure and function
within a common thermodynamic framework.

1

Introduction

Understanding how water, energy and carbon are partitioned
to evaporation, primary production, runoff and base-flow is
central to quantifying the limits on critical zone function and
evolution, and represent grand challenges to the Earth Science community (NRC, 2010; Sivapalan, 2005). The critical zone, defined as the Earth surface system extending from
the top of vegetation down to and including groundwater,
sustains and enables life on the planet (NRC, 2001). The
importance of coupled water-energy-carbon dynamics to understanding critical zone function is well recognized across
Earth science disciplines (Berry et al., 2005; Brantley et al.,
2011; Minasny et al., 2008; Schimel et al., 1997). Recent
work suggests that quantifying the energetic transfer associated water, energy and carbon transfers to the critical zone
in the form of effective precipitation and primary production provides a first order approximation of critical zone process and structural organization (Rasmussen et al., 2011b).
This work found significant empirical correlations of these
energy and mass transfers to critical zone properties and processes. However, explicit linkage of these empirical relations
to critical zone state variables and well defined physical limits on primary production and evapotranspiration remains to
be developed.
The critical zone functions as an open system relative to
energy and matter fluxes in the form of water, carbon and
radiation. Open system thermodynamics and its focus on
movement of energy and mass across gradients thus present a
promising framework within which to quantify the physical
limits of critical zone process and evolution. Open system
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750 organization (Rinaldo et al., 1998), ecologiperature and vapor pressure deficit, and physical limits decal interactions and ecosystem development (Jørgensen and
fined for the partitioning of energy, water, and carbon to
Fath, 2004; Odum, 1988), physical and biological controls
EEMT. Furthermore, the relation of EEMT to empirical meaon landscape evolution (Phillips, 2009), pedogenesis (Smeck
et al., 1983; Volobuyev, 1983), and the movement of soilsures of catchment function is examined using a subset of the
MOPEX watersheds.
water along preferential flow paths (Zehe et al., 2010). Similar to engineered systems (Bejan, 2006), it is posited that
gradient driven fluxes of energy and mass through the critical zone drive the development of subsurface process and
2 Materials and methods
structural organization, such as preferential soil hydrologic
flow paths, with a selection for those paths that maintain the
2.1 Theoretical construct – thermodynamic framework
strongest gradients. The coupled process and structural organization serves to optimize the cycling and degradation of
The critical zone operates as an open system with respect to
27
work energy associated with the energy and mass fluxes flowenergy and mass fluxes that include solar radiation, water,
ing through the critical zone system (Lin, 2010; Schneider
carbon, and sediment (Fig. 1). These fluxes drive internal
and Kay, 1994; Odum, 1988).
critical zone processes such as primary production, chemical
weathering, mineral transformation, and sediment transport.
In a series of papers, Rasmussen et al. presented a couThe processes manifest changes in critical zone energy and
pled energy and mass transfer term referred to as “effective
energy and mass transfer” (EEMT) that couples energy and
mass in the form of stored organic matter, secondary minerals, and sedimentation, among others. The products of
mass flux to the subsurface in the form of effective precipicritical zone processes include energy and mass flux assotation and net primary production in a common energy unit
ciated with evapotranspiration, respiration, and chemical de[W m−2 ] (Rasmussen et al., 2005, 2011b; Rasmussen and
nudation that may be exported from the critical zone system.
Tabor, 2007). The EEMT parameter exhibits strong and sigExported energy and mass represent dissipative products
nificant correlation to a variety of measures of critical zone
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equivalent to entropy production and export in a thermodynamic context. Critical zone function may thus be characterized using principles of energy and mass balance within
an open system thermodynamic framework (e.g., Kleidon,
2010).
In a thermodynamic framework, state variables are used to
define the system state, or the ensemble of thermodynamic
properties, such as internal energy and entropy, at a given
point in time (Bejan, 2006). State variables include quantities that are independent of system size, internal energy,
and internal processes, and may be used to place physical
constraints on the change in system state. In the strictest
sense, thermodynamic systems with a given set of state variables and rates of energy and mass transfer will converge to
the same ensemble of thermodynamic properties, regardless
of the path or suite of internal processes (Anderson, 2005).
Common thermodynamic state variables include temperature
and pressure, parameters directly applicable to defining critical zone energy and mass transfer. Indeed, Montieth’s (1965)
modification of Penman’s (1948) equation for evaporation
from a saturated surface used a thermodynamic state-space
approach, with vapor pressure and temperature as state variables, to include evaporation for dry surfaces removed from
the saturated vapor pressure-temperature state function. Vapor pressure deficit, temperature, and partial pressure of atmosphere CO2 exert strong control on the physical and biological processes of evaporation and transpiration (Jarvis
and McNaughton, 1986), primary production (Running and
Coughlan, 1988), and chemical weathering rates (Rasmussen
et al., 2011a). For practical purposes, it may be assumed that
pCO2 is constant such that in the context of the critical zone
as a thermodynamic system presented here, vapor pressure
deficit and temperature may be defined as the system state
variables.
As noted, the dominant energy and mass transfers to the
critical zone include solar radiation, water, carbon, and sediment supply and transport. In a generalized form, this may
be expressed as:
CZ = f (T , VPD, PPT, Rn , CO2 , S, tr ), [J m−2 ]

(1)

where CZ is critical zone state quantified in terms of energy per area, T temperature [K], VPD vapor pressure deficit
[Pa], PPT precipitation [kg m−2 s−1 ], Rn net solar radiation
[W m−2 ], CO2 carbon dioxide [kg m−2 s−1 ], S is mineral
supply/sediment transport [kg m−2 s−1 ], and tr is the relative
age of the system [s]. Thus, for a given temperature and vapor pressure deficit state-space, the function and state of the
critical zone may be directly related to fluxes of water, radiation, carbon, and sediment. This equation is essentially a restatement of the classic “state-factor” statement proposed by
Jenny (1941) for characterizing the state of soil systems, and
similar to other state-factor approaches defining critical zone
evolution and process (e.g., Phillips, 1998; Hugget, 1995;
Pope et al., 1995).
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Theoretical construct – energy and mass balance

The flux, storage, and export of critical zone energy and mass
components may be characterized using balance equations
for the dominant energy (net radiation), water (precipitation)
and carbon (primary production) fluxes. The balance equation for net radiation (Rn ) may be stated as (Berry et al.,
2005): Rn = λET + H + G + A + AE [W m−2 ], where λ is latent heat of vaporization, ET is evapotranspiration rate, H
the sensible heat flux, G the heat flux into the soil, A the flux
of energy into chemical bonds formed during photosynthesis and stored in the form of reduced organic compounds,
and AE is advected energy. Over annual time scales and
for a given location AE and G approach zero, and in general, A is only a fraction of Rn and typically ignored in most
soil and hydrologic applications. Note that advected energy
and soil heat flux may perform important physical work on
subsurface soil systems through volumetric changes resulting from freeze-thaw processes. These are not directly considered here. The transfer of energy to reduced organic compounds represents a central energetic flux in terms of subsurface critical zone development (Amundson et al., 2007) and
is thus central to the framework discussed herein.
The critical zone water balance may be expressed following the catchment scale approach of L’vovich (1979):
W = PPT − SR = ET + F + BIO [kg m−2 s−1 ], where W is
subsurface or catchment wetting, PPT is precipitation, SR is
quick runoff, ET is mass of water returned to the atmosphere
by evapotranspiration, F is mass flux to base flow and equivalent to the fraction of precipitation available to flux through
the soil and participate in weathering processes and solute
transport, and BIO is the mass of water incorporated into
biomass via primary production.
Energy and water cycles are directly coupled via photosynthesis and primary production (Campbell and Norman, 2000): 6 CO2 + 6 H2 O ↔
A C6 H12 O6 + 6 O2 , where atmospheric CO2 and water sourced from the critical zone,
equivalent to the BIO fraction of the water balance, are coupled via photosynthesis powered by solar radiation, equivalent to A from the net radiation balance, to produce energyrich reduced organic compounds. Primary production essentially represents a conversion of radiative energy to chemical
energy stored in C-C and C-H bonds of organic compounds
(Berry et al., 2005). Carbon assimilation into organic compounds by photosynthesis is coupled with substantial loss of
water via transpiration, with approximately 90 % of water adsorbed by roots transpired to the atmosphere (Raven et al.,
1971). The relative water use efficiency, defined as the ratio of carbon assimilation to transpiration, may be expressed
directly as a function of intra-leaf and atmospheric CO2 concentrations and vapor pressure deficit, with increased partitioning of water to transpiration with increasing vapor pressure deficits (Comstock and Ehleringer, 1992). Primary production is thus a central process linking the flux of water,
energy, and carbon into and through the critical zone, and
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 16, 725–739, 2012
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is strongly controlled by the state variable of vapor pressure
deficit. Assimilation is also coupled with substantial loss of
CO2 back to the atmosphere, on the order of 50 %, as a result
of plant metabolic processes (Farrar, 1985). Net primary production [kg m−2 s−1 ] is the balance of gross primary production and plant respiration, and thus represents the net transfer of photosynthetic chemical energy into the critical zone
(Lovett et al., 2006). It should be noted that nutrients, such as
N and P , can significantly limit primary production in areas
with otherwise sufficient water and radiation (e.g., Melillo
et al., 1993). For simplicity, the analysis here does not take
nutrient limitation into account.
Based on these balance equations, Rasmussen et
al. (2011b) derived a coupled energy, water, and carbon balance for the critical zone that in simplified form equates to:
EEMT = EPPT + EBIO [W m−2 ]

(2)

where EEMT is the total “effective energy and mass transfer” into the critical zone and represents energy that can
perform work on the subsurface, EPPT is the energy flux
associated with effective precipitation, and EBIO is the energy flux from net primary production. The individual
terms of Eq. (2) may be quantified in units of W m−2 as
EPPT = F · cw · 1T , where F is mass flux of precipitation
to base flow [kg m−2 s−1 ], cw is specific heat of water
[J kg−1 K−1 ], and 1T = Tambient − Tref [K] with Tambient the
ambient temperature at time of water flux and Tref set at
273.15 K; and EBIO = NPP · hBIO , where NPP is mass flux
of carbon as net primary production [kg m−2 s−1 ], and hBIO
the specific biomass enthalpy [J kg−1 ] assumed here to be
22 × 106 J kg−1 .
The formulation of EEMT does not include important geophysical energy inputs, e.g., tectonics, isostasy, and gravity driven mass flows. A complete critical zone energy balance must include these components to properly account for
physical and chemical weathering, and the transfer of sediment associated with tectonic uplift and gravitational forces
(Phillips, 2009; Volobuyev, 1964; Odum, 1988). In systems
of rapid tectonic uplift and limited energy and mass transfer from precipitation and biological production, geophysical fluxes may dominate critical zone energy and mass flows.
However, for many systems the geophysical fluxes can be orders of magnitude less than EPPT and EBIO (Rasmussen et
al., 2011b). Furthermore, given that the energy associated
with evapotranspiration is returned back to the atmosphere,
EPPT and EBIO can represent the primary sources of energy
transferred to the subsurface critical zone system. Thus for
simplicity, the presentation here focuses on energy and mass
fluxes associated with effective precipitation and net primary
production. The sum of EPPT and EBIO is termed “effective
energy and mass transfer” (EEMT) to recognize that this flux
represents the effective chemical and heat energy available to
perform work on the subsurface system.
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The production of EEMT may be expressed in a generalized state-factor form as:
EEMT = f (T , VPD, PPT, Rn , CO2 ), [W m−2 ]

(3)

similar to the general statement of factors controlling evaporation put forth by Jarvis and McNaughton (1986). For simplicity and ignoring the effects of changed EEMT rates on
net radiation and CO2 uptake, the total differential of Eq. (3)
yields:

dEEMT =

+

∂EEMT
∂VPD



∂EEMT
∂PPT




dVPD +

T ,PPT

dPPT.

∂EEMT
∂T


dT
VDP,PPT

(4)

T ,VPD

As noted, the variables VPD and T represent state variables independent of the system such that for a given VPDT space, EEMT may be stated
as a direct function of PPT

where: dEEMT = ∂EEMT
∂PPT VPD,T dPPT. Here we explicitly
define this function for a range of temperature and vapor
pressure deficit space and thereby define the physical statespace for EEMT production.
2.3

Data and methods

The analysis here is based on average monthly climate data
from 314 meteorological stations distributed across nearly
all latitudes and longitudes as compiled by the IAEA’s Water Resource Program and the World Meteorological Organization in the Global Network of Isotopes in Precipitation
(GNIP) database (IAEA/WMO, 2006). Meteorological data
in the GNIP database include average monthly precipitation,
temperature and vapor pressure with a median observation
record of 14 years for each station and 10 % and 90 % quantiles of 4 and 38 years, respectively.
The calculation of EPPT and EBIO were based on the balance of precipitation and evapotranspiration following Rasmussen and Tabor (2007). Given the lack of site specific
water balance data, the base-flow, or F, term for calculating EPPT was approximated using an effective precipitation
term: Peff = PPT − PET [kg m−2 s−1 ], where PET is potential evapotranspiration. This method of calculating Peff
does not account for months with precipitation and actual
ET is less than PET or for moisture carry-over in the form
of soil moisture storage and thus only provides an approximation of the total effective precipitation for a given location. Monthly PET was calculated using the Thornthwaite
and Mather (1957) approach that uses a minimal site specific dataset of temperature and latitude to approximate surface energy budget and provides a simple and meaningful approximation of PET for global scale climate characterization
(Black, 2007).
Biological energy flux derived from net primary production (NPP) was calculated following Rasmussen et
al. (2005) using a modified form of the sigmoid equation
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/16/725/2012/
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of Lieth (1975) relating NPP to mean annual temperature:
NPP = 3000 [1 + e1.315−0.119T ]−1 [g m−2 yr−1 ]. Using this
equation, NPP was calculated on a monthly time step for
all months of PPT > PET, and NPP scaled to a monthly
time step based on each months percentage of one year (i.e.,
daysmonth /daysyear ). This method of NPP estimation does not
account for primary production that occurs using stored soil
moisture and thus likely underestimates total NPP. However,
comparison of NPP calculated using this method relative to
global NPP datasets indicates good agreement between the
two (Rasmussen et al., 2005). As noted previously, EBIO
was calculated as NPP times an average specific enthalpy for
organic materials of 22 × 106 J kg−1 .
Vapor pressure deficit was calculated as: VPD = es − e
[Pa], where es is saturated vapor pressure, and e is vapor pressure as reported in the GNIP dataset. Saturated vapor pressure was calculated using a form of the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation that defines the change in saturated vapor pressure
per unit temperature:

es = eo exp

LV
RV



1
1
−
To
T


, [Pa]

(5)

where eo of 611.73 Pa is the reference saturated vapor pressure at To of 273.16 K, LV is latent heat of vaporization at
To [2.501 × 106 J kg−1 ], and RV is the gas constant for moist
air [461.50 J K−1 kg−1 ]. It was assumed that LV is constant
with temperature and the small decrease in LV with increasing temperature was not accounted for (Iribarne and Godson,
1981).
The data analysis here focused on monthly time scales.
The monthly data were subset to exclude stations with any
missing meteorological data and locations where monthly
VPD was less than zero for a total n = 2276. Monthly EPPT ,
EBIO , and EEMT data were scaled to W m−2 .
2.4
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and monthly climate data from the Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM) (available
at http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu/) (Daly et al., 2002).
The PRISM data were spatially averaged within each catchment and monthly temperature data used to calculate PET
using the Hamon’s equation (Hamon, 1961). Daily streamflow values, Q, were partitioned to baseflow, F , and quick
runoff, SR, and summed to provide monthly and annual values for each parameter (see Brooks et al., 2011 for full detail
on partitioning methods).
Catchment functioning was quantified using empirical
measures of annual water and energy partitioning as quantified by the Budyko curve (Budyko, 1974) and the Horton
Index (HI) (Horton, 1933; Troch et al., 2009) using data
derived from the MOPEX data. The Budyko curve represents catchment water and energy balance data arrayed in
the space defined by actual evapotranspiration over precipitation (AET/PPT) versus potential evapotranspiration over
precipitation (PET/PPT) and describes the relative partitioning of precipitation to actual evapotranspiration for a given
potential evaporative demand and precipitation space. Catchments where PET/PPT < 1 represent energy-limited systems
where the amount of precipitation exceeds the evaporative
demand, whereas values of PET/PPT > 1 represent waterlimited systems. Actual evapotranspiration was calculated
as: AET = PPT − Q. The Horton Index is a dimensionless
number ranging from 0 to 1 that describes the fraction of
catchment wetting, W , partitioned to evapotranspiration calculated as: HI = ET/W = (PPT − Q)/(PPT − SR).
Effective energy and mass transfer for each catchment was
determined using a combination of the MOPEX data and
modeled NPP. Specifically, the EPPT term was calculated as
noted previously: EPPT = F · cw · 1T , where F is mass flux
of precipitation to base flow estimated from the MOPEX
data. Net primary production and EBIO were calculated as
described above.

MOPEX data analysis

Data from eighty-six of the eighty-nine MOPEX dataset
catchments analyzed by Troch et al. (2009) and Brooks et
al. (2011) were used for comparison of EEMT to empirical
measures of catchment scale water and energy partitioning
(data available at http://www.nws.noaa.gov/oh/mopex). The
selected catchments have minimal snow storage to avoid issues of winter-to-spring water carryover or snow water loss
to sublimation, and are predominantly located in the southeastern United States, with a few from the western Pacific
states of the United States. The selected catchments span a
broad climate space with substantial variation in water availability and vegetation cover (Duan et al., 2006).
The MOPEX data used here were derived from the analysis of Brooks et al. (2011) that expanded the data record
for the selected catchments to cover 2000 to 2008 water
years using daily streamflow data from the US Geological Survey (available at http://waterdata.usgus.gov/nwis/dv/)
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/16/725/2012/
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3.1

Results
Physical constraints on effective energy and mass
transfer

Locations with positive EEMT clustered near the saturated
vapor pressure line across all temperatures (Fig. 2a). Statespace limits on EEMT were determined by re-projecting the
data in VPD-T space (Fig. 2b). The upper VPD limit for
EEMT was defined using two functions with a functional
break point of 292 K. Below 292 K, the VPD limit was derived using a modified form
funci
h ofthe Clausius-Clapeyron
LV 1
1
tion: VPDT = VPDo exp RV To − T , where VPDo is a
reference vapor pressure deficit of 350 Pa at To of 273.16 K,
and VPDT is equivalent to the upper bound of EEMT production at temperature T . The value for VPDo was determined
through an iterative process constraining VPDT values to fall
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 16, 725–739, 2012
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752Fig. 2. Climate data in (a) vapor pressure and temperature and (b) vapor pressure deficit and temperature state space. The solid line in (a) is
the saturated vapor pressure line, the gray squares are locations of positive effective energy and mass transfer (EEMT), and cross hairs are
locations of zero EEMT. In (b), the solid lines indicate the upper physical limit of EEMT as defined using a modified Clausius-Clapeyron
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PPT-EEMT function

For a given VPD-T space, the generalized statement of
Eq. (3) takes the form of: dEEMT = ∂EEMT
∂PPT VPD,T dPPT.
The data indicated that the rate of EEMT generally increased with temperature within the vapor pressure deficit
limits defined above (Fig. 2b). Further, the data indicated

that EEMT tended to increase linearly with precipitation at a
given temperature.
The data were thus binned at 1 ◦ K intervals to explicitly
define temperature dependent EEMT-PPT functions within
the vapor pressure deficit bounds. Examination of the
binned data indicated strong and significant linear correlation
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0.051
0.033
0.034
0.029
0.022
0.016
0.019
0.014
0.022

(0.0–0.28)
(0.0–0.17)
(0.0–0.09)
(0.0–0.14)
(0.0–0.10)
(0.0–0.06)
(0.0–0.06)
(0.0–0.12)
(0.0–0.05)

(kg m−2 s−1 × 103 )

Precipitation
(mm month−1 )
23
23
11
12
15
16
15
20
10

296
296
284
285
288
290
288
293
283

(282–307)
(284–307)
(273–299)
(273–304)
(274–298)
(279–301)
(273–303)
(274–307)
(273–292)

(◦ K)

Air temperature

(9–34)
(11–34)
(0–26)
(0–31)
(0–25)
(6–28)
(0–30)
(1–34)
(0–19)

(◦ C)
702
1255
365
388
613
681
716
1022
347

(0–3334)
(262–4118)
(72–1333)
(0–1145)
(0–1168)
(150–1952)
(103–1751)
(0–3331)
(92–683)

(Pa)

VPDa

EEMTb

7.2
4.1
3.0
2.7
2.0
1.9
1.3
1.1
0.7

(0–69)
(0–37)
(0–16)
(0 − 22)
(0–17)
(0 − 11)
(0–10)
(0–25)
(0–5)

(MJ m−2 month−1 )

2.8
1.6
1,1
1,0
0.8
0,7
0.5
0.4
0.3

(0–26.7)
(0–13.8)
(0 − 6.0)
(0–8.3)
(0–6.4)
(0–4.4)
(0–3.9)
(0–9.5)
(0–1.8)

(W m−2 )
0.4
0.5
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.6
0.9

(0.1–1.0)
(0.1–1.0)
(0.3–1.0)
(0.2–1.0)
(0.2–1.0)
(0.3–1.0)
(0.4–1.0)
(0.2–1.0)
(0.6–1.0)

c
FBIO

EEMT derived from EBIO , or energy from net primary production.

Ecosystem distribution taken from WWF terrestrial ecoregion dataset available at http://www.worldwildlife.org/science/data/terreco.cfm.; a VPD – vapor pressure deficit; b EEMT – effective energy and mass transfer; c FBIO – fraction of

Tropical/subtropical moist forests
Tropical/subtropical grasslands, savannas, and shrublands
Temperate coniferous forests
Temperate broadleaf and mixed forests
Montane grasslands
Mediterranean scrub
Temperate grasslands, savannas, and shrublands
Deserts and xeric shrublands
Boreal forest/taigas

Ecosystem

Table 1. Mean monthly climate data (minimum–maximum range) for the dominant ecosystems encompassed in the IAEA dataset.
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between precipitation and EEMT across all temperature bins
in the form:


dEEMT
EEMTT =
(6)
PPT + bT , [W m−2 ]
dPPT T
where EEMTT is effective

energy and mass transfer at a
dEEMT
given temperature, dPPT
[J kg−1 ] is the slope of the
T
function at a given temperature and represents the potential
production
per unit of precipitation (note that the
 of EEMT

dEEMT
units of dPPT
are [W m−2 ]/[kg m−2 s−1 ], equivalent to
T

J kg−1 given that 1 W m−2 = J m−2 s−1 ), and bT [W m−2 ]
is the intercept for a given temperature. Locations with
zero EEMT were excluded from each temperature bin when
solving Eq. (6). The temperature dependent EEMT-PPT771
functions accurately reproduced modeled EEMT based on772
monthly EPPT and EBIO calculations with a root mean square
error (RMSE) of 0.36 W m−2 around the 1:1 line (Fig. 4). 773
 The slope of the individual temperature functions774
dEEMT
775
dPPT T demonstrated a strong linear relationship to tem

776
perature in the form: dEEMT
= 4.15 T − 1136; r 2 = 0.98,
dPPT
T

777

P < 0.0001, and RMSE = 5.45 J kg−1 (Fig. 5a). These data
indicate a strong trend of increased potential conversion of778
precipitation to EEMT with increasing temperature, up to779
values of 120 MJ of EEMT per kg of precipitation at ∼300 K.
In contrast, the intercept of Eq. (6) exhibited a strong nonlinear relationship to temperature (Fig. 5b). The intercept remained essentially constant at ∼0.5 W m−2 for temperatures
below 292 K with a strong non-linear decrease to values of
less than −7 W m−2 at temperatures greater than 300 K.
The x-intercept of Eq. (6) yields the precipitation rate at
zero EEMT, equivalent to:
PPT0 = − 

bT


dEEMT
dPPT T

[kg m−2 s−1 ]

(7)

where PPT0 may be considered a minimum threshold of
precipitation required for EEMT production. Values of
PPT0 also exhibited a strong non-linear relationship to temperature, with values less than zero at temperatures below
292 K, and positive values, that increased with temperature up to 0.06 kg m−2 s−1 for temperatures ranging from
292 to 305 K (Fig. 5c). Negative PPT0 values indicate
that any precipitation entering the system may be converted
to EEMT, whereas positive PPT0 quantifies the minimum
amount of precipitation needed for EEMT production. The
noted non-linear transition in bT (Fig. 5b) and negative
to positive transition in PPT0 (Fig. 5c) quantify a threshold in precipitation required to produce EEMT. Further, the
break in scaling of bT and PPT0 at 292 K corresponds with
the transition to an upper vapor pressure deficit bound of
1200 Pa. The values of PPT0 scaled directly with the minimum potential evapotranspiration for temperatures greater
than 292 K (Fig. 6b). Minimum potential evapotranspiration
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 16, 725–739, 2012

Fig. 4. Relationship of effective energy and mass transfer (EEMT)
derived
empiricalofestimates
energy
with(EEMT)
primaryderived from em
Figure 4.from
Relationship
effective of
energy
andassociated
mass transfer
production (EBIO ) and effective precipitation (EPPT ) relative to
estimates of energy associated with primary production (EBIO) and effective precipitation
EEMT predicted with temperature dependent EEMT-PPT
function.
relative
to is
EEMT
predicted
temperature
dependent
EEMT-PPT
function. Solid lin
Solid line
the 1:1
line. Awith
close
fit between
these data
is expected,
but
the EEMT-PPT
effectively
describes that the EEM
1:1 demonstrates
line. A close that
fit between
these datafunction
is expected,
but demonstrates
the
EBIOeffectively
+ EPPT . describes the EBIO + EPPT.
function

estimates (PETmin ) may be expressed as a function of temperature: PETmin = 0.31 exp0.999T [kg m−2 s−1 ], r 2 = 0.99,
P < 0.0001, and RMSE = 0.0026 kg m−2 s−1 (Fig. 6a).
The data thus quantify three physical limits on monthly
EEMT: (i) the VPD-T space defined by a modified ClausiusClapeyron function for temperatures < 292 K; (ii) an upper vapor pressure deficit limit of 1200 Pa for temperatures > 292 K; and (iii) a precipitation threshold that increases with temperature coincident with minimum values for potential evapotranspiration. Within these bounds,
EEMT scales linearly with PPT as a function of temperature:



LV
1
1
If T < 292 K and VPD > VPDo exp
−
To
T
30 RV
EEMT = 0
If T > 292 K and VPD > 1200 Pa

EEMT = 0

0.999T

If T > 292 K and PPT < 0.31 exp
EEMT = 0


dEEMT
Else
EEMTT =
PPT + bT .
dPPT T
The bounds defined here are strongly temperature dependent.
Temperature is a primary parameter in the calculation of both
EPPT and EBIO through temperature controls on PET, the
specific heat of water in the calculation of EPPT , and the temperature dependent modified NPP equation of Leith (1975).
Direct empirical measures of EEMT may prove to be not as
sensitive to temperature as the results presented here. However, previous work and relations presented below indicate
this model formulation correlates well with measures of critical zone function and structure.
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/16/725/2012/
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780
Fig. 5.781
Linear equation parameters relating effective energy and mass transfer (EEMT) to precipitation for 1 ◦ K temperature bins relative to
temperature: (a) slope, (b) y-intercept, (c) intercept/slope equivalent to x-intercept. The dashed lines in (b) and (c) note the break point in
the functional
the y-intercept
andparameters
x-intercept relative
to temperature.
782 relationship
Figure 5. ofLinear
equation
relating
effective energy and mass transfer (EEMT) to

783

precipitation for 1 degree K temperature bins relative to temperature: (a) slope, (b) y-intercept, (c)

784

intercept/slope equivalent to x-intercept. The dashed lines in (b) and (c) note the break point in

785

the functional relationship of the y-intercept and x-intercept relative to temperature.

786
787

788
6. The (a) maximum, median, and minimum potential evapotranspiration (PET) as determined using Thorthwaite-Mather (1957) relative
789Fig.
to temperature, and (b) the mean minimum estimated potential evapotranspiration (PET ) for one degree temperature bins relative to the
min

precipitation threshold (PPT0 ) required for effective energy and mass transfer.

790

Figure 6.

The (a) maximum, median, and minimum potential evapotranspiration (PET) as

7913.3 Biological
determined
Thorthwaite-Mather
the mean
minimum
31 EEMTto
andusing
physical
partitioning of EEMT(1957) relative
to temperature,
EBIO and EPPT and
is an (b)
important
parameter
for constraining critical zone evolution (Rasmussen et al., 2011b).
792The fraction
for one
degree
temperature bins relative to the
estimated
potential
evapotranspiration
(PETmin) The
of EEMT
derived
from biological production
F
term decreased exponentially with increasing
BIO

EBIO
) was quantified
as: FBIO(PPT
= EEMT
[unitless]. PreEEMT (Fig. 7) indicating “low” EEMT systems dominated
793(FBIO precipitation
threshold
0) required for effective energy and mass transfer.
vious work indicated much stronger correlation of EEMT
by EBIO and “high” EEMT systems dominated by EPPT .
to critical zone properties for systems dominated by EPPT
The FBIO = 0.5 transition occurs in the EEMT region of
794and a FBIO < 0.5, suggesting the relative partitioning of

795
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1–4 W m−2 indicating this may be a critical range for determining transitions in critical zone structure and function.
Further, for a given EEMT value, FBIO varied predictably
with temperature (Fig. 7). The relationship of FBIO to EEMT
and temperature was characterized for each temperature bin
with the function:
FBIO-T = (FBIO-ref )T EEMTCT [unitless],

(8)

where FBIO-T is the fraction of EEMT partitioned to EBIO at
a given temperature, (FBIO-ref )T is a reference FBIO , and cT
an exponent describing the functional relationship of FBIO
to EEMT. The parameters for Eq. (8) varied with temperature (Fig. 8). Specifically, FBIO-ref followed a sigmoid
function with increasing temperature reflecting the empir-796
ical function used to quantify net primary production (Lieth, 1975), whereas cT was relatively constant at a value797
of −1.0 across all temperatures except for temperatures less798
than 275 K where cT increased to values near −0.7. This
799
strong temperature dependent result is not surprising given
that temperature is the sole parameter for estimating NPP for800
months of PPT > PET for the NPP model used here. The801
temperature dependence of FBIO relative to EEMT may well
vary with different models or empirical measures of NPP. 802
803

3.4

MOPEX data analysis

The MOPEX data indicated clear patterns in FBIO when
arrayed in the Budyko curve space (Fig. 9a). The upper
bound on AET/PPT is a value of 1 where all available precipitation is partitioned to evapotranspiration. Values for
FBIO increased to ∼1 coincident with AET/PPT approaching 1 across the water-limited space (PET/PPT > 1), indicating EEMT dominance by EBIO as water becomes dominantly
partitioned to evapotranspiration with little to no water available for base flow and EPPT .
There was also a strong negative correlation between HI
and EEMT (Fig. 9b). Similar to the AET/PPT ratio, HI
values approaching 1 indicate the majority of water available for catchment wetting partitioned to evapotranspiration.
The negative correlation thus reflects decreased water available for primary production and baseflow, the two components of EEMT. Further, these data also demonstrated that
FBIO increased towards 1 as HI approaches 1. Both the
Budyko curve and the HI indicate that water-limited catchments where the water balance is dominated by evapotranspiration correspond to low EEMT locations with EEMT dominated by primary production.
4

Discussion

The data demonstrated three physical limits for effective
energy and mass transfer characterized by vapor pressure
deficit, temperature, and precipitation. The limits include:
(i) an absolute vapor pressure deficit threshold of 1200 Pa
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 16, 725–739, 2012

Fig. 7. The fraction (FBIO ) of effective energy and mass transfer
(EEMT)
derived from primary production (EBIOand
) relative
to EEMT.
Figure 7. The fraction (FBIO) of effective energy
mass transfer (EEMT) derived
Upper and lower bounds were calculated as function of temperaCT ,Upper
production
) relative) toEEMT
EEMT.
bounds were calculated a
BIO
ture:
FBIO-T(E=
(F
where and
FBI0lower
BIO-ref T
-ref and c vary as
atemperature:
function of temperature (T ). The color scale
corresponds
tem- c vary as a
, where FBI0-ref to and
perature.
temperature (T). The color scale corresponds to temperature.

above which EEMT is zero; (ii) a temperature dependent
vapor pressure deficit limit that scales with temperature following the slope of the saturated vapor pressure function up
to a temperature of 292 K; and (iii) a precipitation threshold that scales directly to minimum potential evapotranspiration for temperatures greater than 292 K. Within these limits, EEMT scales directly with mass flux of precipitation,
with increasing conversion of precipitation to EEMT with
increasing temperature. These relationships thus define the
state space and physical limits of EEMT. As noted, effective
energy and mass transfer has been directly related to critical
zone structure and function (Pelletier and Rasmussen, 2009;
Rasmussen et al., 2005, 2011b; Rasmussen and Tabor, 2007;
Sheldon and Tabor, 2009), such that the limits defined here
may also define the climatic state space important for constraining critical zone evolution.
The physical limits for production of EEMT
defined here
33
correspond directly to well defined temperature and vapor
pressure deficit limits on transpiration, photosynthesis, and
primary production; processes mediated by a combination of
biophysical controls on plant stomatal conductance and carbon assimilation, and physical controls on evaporation (Law
et al., 2002; Aphalo and Jarvis, 1991; Damour et al., 2010;
Oren et al., 1999; Jolly et al., 2005; Schulze et al., 1994;
Jarvis and McNaughton, 1986; Pieruschka et al., 2010).
While EEMT does not include the mass and energy transfer
associated with evapotranspiration, the production of EEMT
is closely coupled with water, energy and carbon balances
as mediated by photosynthesis and evapotranspiration and
thus expresses similar physical limits. The physical limits
on EEMT suggest two state-space zones of EEMT production that separate at 292 K. The commonality among both
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/16/725/2012/
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804
805Fig. 8.

Temperature dependent equation parameters for the exponential function relating the fraction of effective energy and mass transfer
(EEMT) derived from primary production (FBIO ) to EEMT in the from: FBIO-T = (FBIO-ref )T EEMTCT . Both the reference FBIO (a) and
the exponent (b) vary as a function of temperature.

806

Figure 8. Temperature dependent equation parameters for the exponential function relating the

807

fraction of effective energy and mass transfer (EEMT) derived from primary production (FBIO) to

808

EEMT in the from:

809

(b) vary as a function of temperature.

. Both the reference FBIO (a) and the exponent

810
811

812
Fig. 9. The (a) Budyko curve plotted as the ratios of actual evapotranspiration (AET) to precipitation (PPT) versus potential evapotranspi-

813ration (PET) to precipitation and (b) the Horton Index (HI) relative to effective energy and mass transfer (EEMT) for eighty six MOPEX
catchments. The color scale in (a) and (b) correspond to FBIO , defined as the relative fraction of EEMT derived from primary production.

814

Figure 9. The (a) Budyko curve plotted as the ratios of actual evapotranspiration (AET) to

815zonesprecipitation
(PPT)
versus
potential
evapotranspiration
precipitation
and (b)ofthe
Hortonof
is an upper vapor
pressure
deficit
limit above
which
1977): A(PET)
s PAR,
were ε is efficiency
conversion
c = ε fs to
EEMT goes to zero. These upper limits represent cold/dry

radiation to Ac , fs is the fraction of intercepted radiation,

816and hot/dry
Indexconditions,
(HI) relative
to effective
and mass
transfer
(EEMT) foractive
eighty
six MOPEX
respectively,
and indicateenergy
strong conand PAR
is photosynthetically
radiation.
Carbon asevaporative gradients on EEMT (Table 1).
similation, and thus the EBIO term of EEMT, is limited in
817trol ofcatchments.
The color scale in (a) and (b) correspond
to FBIO, defined as the relative fraction of
the high latitude systems by available photosynthetic radiation and by temperature in the high elevation systems. Therefore, despite the relatively low vapor pressure deficits at these
locations that would favor maximum stomatal conductance,
carbon assimilation and primary production are limited by
a combination of low temperatures and/or available photosynthetic radiation. Further, given that EPPT is a function of
both water in excess of evapotranspiration and temperature,
the transfer of EP P T is directly limited by low temperatures,
even in locations with substantial water in excess of evapotranspiration. As a result, the potential EEMT produced per
unit precipitation was minimal in these systems, less than
40 MJ kg−1 , and tends to be dominated by EBIO . Thus these

At temperatures less than 292 K, the upper vapor pres-

818sure deficit
EEMTlimit
derived
from primary
production.
was temperature
dependent.
The temper-

ature control likely reflects both temperature and solar radi-

819ation limitation on EEMT. The enzymes that catalyze pho-

tosynthesis are all very temperature dependent such that primary production is limited in cool environments (Berry and
Bjorkman, 1980; Holaday et al., 1992). Empirical measures
indicate strong decline in stomatal conductance and rates
of carbon assimilation with decreases in temperature below
∼290 K across range of species (Stewart, 1988; White et al.,
1999; Guardiola-Claramonte et al., 2010; Jarvis, 1976). In
terms of radiation limitation, carbon assimilation (Ac ) may
be expressed directly as a function of radiation (Monteith,

34
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systems have the potential for limited primary production
and flushing of cold water through the subsurface, indicating limited potential for chemical weathering and subsurface
structural development due to temperature limitations and kinetic constraint on weathering reactions (Kump et al., 2000).
This is reflected in local- (Rasmussen and Tabor, 2007) to
global-scale (Rasmussen et al., 2011b) synthesis of soil properties relative to EEMT in that relatively cold, low EEMT
systems exhibit minimal soil development and limited chemical weathering. Note that the EEMT formulation presented
here does not account for freeze-thaw work and rock shattering in cold environments that can form relatively deep regolith profiles (Ollier and Pain, 1996).
For warm systems (T > 292 K), the upper vapor pressure
deficit limit of 1200 Pa corresponds with empirical and modeled data indicating substantial reduction in stomatal conductance and leaf to canopy level transpiration at vapor pressure deficits greater than 1200 Pa (Damour et al., 2010; Pieruschka et al., 2010; Oren et al., 1999). Carbon assimilation via photosynthesis is directly related to stomatal conductance such that decreased stomatal conductance at high
vapor pressure deficit equates to a reduction in carbon assimilation and primary production (Schulze et al., 1994). Further,
the relative partitioning of water to transpiration and assimilation is strongly controlled by vapor pressure deficit, with
increased water loss to transpiration with increasing vapor
pressure deficit. For these systems, carbon assimilation may
be expressed as a function of transpiration and vapor pressure deficit (Campbell and Norman, 2000): Ac = kE/VPD
where E is transpiration, and k is equivalent to the ratio of
stomatal and atmospheric vapor conductance, and the gradient between atmospheric and interleaf CO2 concentrations,
gc
gv (Ca − Ci ) (Farquhar et al., 1980). Given a constant value
for k, the rate of carbon assimilation per unit transpiration
decreases as vapor pressure deficit increases, resulting in
a greater amount of water partitioned to transpirative loss
rather than primary production. This corresponds with decreased potential for EBIO or EPPT production as systems
approach the 1200 Pa vapor pressure deficit limit in that primary production is reduced, and less effective precipitation
is available to flux into the subsurface due to enhanced partitioning of water to transpiration. At vapor pressure deficits
greater than 1200 Pa stomata move towards complete closure, effectively shutting down both transpiration and assimilation. Coincident with these biophysical controls, the physical evaporative demand increases directly with vapor pressure deficit (Kucera, 1954), such that at high vapor pressure
deficits precipitation is dominantly partitioned to evaporation. Therefore, the combination of reduced carbon assimilation per unit transpiration and increased physical evaporation strongly favor partitioning of precipitation to evapotranspiration rather than primary production and base-flow, the
primary components of EEMT.
The warm systems are thus strongly water-limited with
high physical and biophysical demands on available water.
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 16, 725–739, 2012

However, if water is available in sufficient amounts and vapor
pressure deficit is below 1200 Pa, these systems exhibit the
greatest potential for conversion of precipitation to EEMT.
Of note, systems with temperatures greater than 292 K also
corresponded with the onset of a threshold precipitation level
for EEMT (Fig. 5). The precipitation threshold values scaled
directly with the minimum estimates for potential evapotranspiration indicating a minimum amount of precipitation required to overcome a priori evaporative gradients for EEMT
production. However, for a given mass flux of precipitation beyond the precipitation threshold, these systems hold
the greatest potential for conversion of precipitation to effective energy and mass transfer, with conversion values up
to 120 MJ kg−1 of precipitation for systems greater than 300
K. The warm temperatures favor the activity of photosynthetic enzymes and imply sufficient available radiation to
drive photosynthesis, factors that favor primary production
and EBIO . Further, water in excess of the evapotranspirative in these systems has the potential for carrying substantial heat energy, EPPT , that would favor rapid rates of
chemical processes and chemical weathering in the subsurface (White and Brantley, 1995). Indeed, the studies of Rasmussen et al. (2005, 2007, 2011b) indicate that soils in warm,
high EEMT systems are highly weathered and express substantial subsurface structural development in terms of soil
depth, chemical depletion and presence of clay rich subsurface horizons.
These general patterns were confirmed with the MOPEX
catchment data that indicated strong negative correlation
of EEMT to the relative amount of catchment wetting
partitioned to evapotranspiration and that FBIO values approached 1 with increased water limitation. The relative
composition of EEMT (EBIO vs. EPPT ) reflects hydrologic
partitioning as illustrated by the Budyko curve. In terms of
EEMT, greater FBIO in the water-limited, low EEMT catchments suggests the energy available to perform work in the
subsurface is carbon cycle dominated with limited leaching
and removal of solutes or subsurface development and thus
favoring shallow soils with minimal chemical denudation or
mineral weathering. In contrast, in the energy-limited, high
EEMT locations dominated by EPPT the majority of available work energy comes in the form of baseflow that can participate in chemical weathering reactions, transport solutes
and solid matter, and thus produce deep soils with substantial chemical denudation and mineral transformation. Furthermore, Brooks et al. (2011) found negative correlation
of vegetative cover to the Horton Index for the same set of
catchments, indicating decreased vegetative cover with increased partitioning of catchment wetting to evapotranspiration. Thus, even though a number of factors beyond water
use efficiency affect the Horton Index, the data here suggest
a positive feedback amongst EEMT and catchment function
and evolution, e.g., in the high EEMT catchments, deep soils
with greater vegetation cover promote less efficient water use
as expressed in the Horton index, such that more baseflow
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/16/725/2012/
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is flushed through the critical zone, sustaining subsurface
critical zone development. Clearly, soils and vegetation coevolve with climate, leaving distinct patterns that affect landscape hydrology (Berry et al., 2005).

5

Summary

The thermodynamic based state-space approach defined here
provides a simplified framework with well-defined physical limits for calculating EEMT directly from the mass flux
precipitation and the state variables of temperature and vapor pressure deficit. Comparison of EEMT to measures of
catchment function demonstrated strong correlation between
the magnitude and partitioning of EEMT to biological and
physical components and catchment energy and water balance. The simplified approach to constraining EEMT presented here provides a means for directly scaling effective energy and mass transfer from regional to pedon spatial scales.
At regional to watershed scales, EEMT estimates as constrained with broad scale climatic state-space variables may
be coupled with catchment scale data on discharge, evapotranspiration, base-flow and remotely sensed primary production products (e.g., Troch et al., 2009) to explicitly quantify EEMT in the context of precipitation, temperature and
vapor pressure deficit. At hillslope to pedon scales, regional
scale temperature and vapor pressure deficit may be downscaled according to local topography and topographic control
on solar radiation (Bohner and Antonic, 2009), whereas precipitation may be modified using locally scaled water subsidies based on topographic controlled water routing and redistribution (Thompson et al., 2011) to provide high spatial resolution characterization of effective energy and mass transfer. The state-space framework derived here thus presents
the potential for directly integrating regional to pedon scale
heterogeneity in effective energy and mass transfer and critical zone structure and function within a common thermodynamic framework.
Acknowledgements. This works was supported NSF grant EAR0724958. I also thank Peter A. Troch, Jonathan D. Phillips and an
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manuscript.
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